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About This Game

When Industrial Giant was originally released in 1997 the world was in financial chaos and shocking events that would ripple
down through history, the world of chess was shocked, and some would say this was the end of the game. Deep Blue chess-
playing computer defeated chess champion Garry Kasparov, Stock markets around the world crashed because of a global

economic crisis scare and Microsoft becomes the world’s most valuable company valued at $261 billion dollars.

So, it would seem when this game was launched onto the gaming market the world was in a financial flux and the markets were
in chaos, but could you do a better job?

In Industrial Giant you have to find a route to profit to prove your management skills in this resource management business
simulation. Experience the soaring heights and the shattering depths of being an industrial giant!

A factory, a store and some lorries – a simple beginning can be the start of an illustrious career! Build all types of factories, buy
your raw materials at a bargain and manufacture the products that will bring you fame and fortune. All you need now is the right

advertising strategy – and watch the tills in your newly opened stores fill up.

See what you can do in the toy and sports goods industry. Earn your money from jewelry and furniture. And be prepared for the
challenges of the computer age. The automobile and electronics industries will make demands on your organizational skills.

What is the competition up to? Are they starting to become a nuisance? Then by them out! If you have enough money, that’s it.
Or make your companies running more successful than others! So no one will be able to stop you on your path to success…

Industry Giant stands for simple and comfortable commands combined with a high degree of complexity – yet easy to
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understand.

Features:

Economic strategy simulation in real time

Infinite number of game worlds

All kinds of Industries and over 30 products

Up to three intelligent computer opponents

Lots of exciting careers and single missions
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Title: Industry Giant
Genre: Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
QLOC
Publisher:
Toplitz Productions
Release Date: 20 Jun, 1997

 a09c17d780 

English,French,German
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Been looking for this game for ages after I lost my original installation cd several years ago. Finally here!

One of my absolute favorite strategy games. Still great fun to play! Recommend the campaign mode.. i have no idea how to play
this game well but playing it unlocked a ym2612 soundtrack and as such i'm legally obligated to recommend it. temp review)

Family Friendly Game!!

1 to 5 five being best

Price 5
Value 5
Family Friendly 5
Fun factor 5

Graphics 3.5 (positive on this can be played on lower power machines)
Artwork 4.5
Originality 5

game loads very fast - nice sound track - Extremely family friendly game and great for PARENTS AND KIDS TO PLAY
TOGETHER - cute game with no gore or vulgarness

My reviews are what I feel .. I do not candy coat my game experiences to placate to devs or fan boys. For more of my gaming
info - swordandkeyboard.com
feel free to twitter me @swordnkeyboard. Boring from what I can see. The tutorial doesn't give any tutorial, loads in but the
player is left to work things out for themselves. No idea whats supposed to be done, or how to play.. I love it. I really do. I didn't
think I was going to love Chicken Assassin as much as I do but I do. It's a clicker game. That's it. You take the mouse and you
aim and click. Aiming doesn't even need to be that precise. Chicken Assassin feels like a throwback to childhood and arcades.
The artwork is well drawn, funny, and perfectly done for the game that it is. The soundtrack is also very well done, subtle, and
not distracting (although there isn't much to be distracted from.)

Leveling up is easily done but it does require a bit of grinding. However, even grinding out the easier levels is rewarding. You
gain experience and unique drops still happen. The game is a bit repetitive but, to be honest, what can you expect? It's still very
enjoyable for mindless entertainment and for every completionist out there.

Highly recommended!. tl;dr - Feels a lot like Witcher: The Visual Novel.

The world is a bit lighter shade of grey, but still quite morally ambiguous. Like The Witcher series, the primary conflict is really
between people rather than with the monsters. It also has a very similar theme in terms of combat - a lot of investigation and
legwork beforehand to set up for the actual encounter.

The protagonist is pretty realistically part of the world, i.e. somewhat of a newbie ignorant racist that means well and tries to be
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moral within his society's definition of morality. If you enjoyed the culture clash digressions in The Witcher, you'd probably
like it here. Also seems to have the same chick magnet thing going.

It's pretty short as of now and somewhat limited in choices, but if it continues as is throughout the series, it could be pretty
impressive. Note though that the prose does tend towards the purple side of the spectrum, which I find somewhat annoying.. An
unusual game that is resfreshing. Too few game designer use creativity in their design. It's always cloning each other's ideas. But
these guys have come up with an original game idea and successfully delivered a good design too.

I have nothing bad to say about this game aside from no replayability. It's tough to beat the first time you play, so it might take
you a while to finish and that is good since there is no point of playing it a second time. Oh, and the game takes 24 megs on your
HD, that's a really great thing especially if you have limited bandwidt

Love the simple interface, it is clean and direct, you don't have thirty sub-menus or other inconveniences like that.

If you can get it at 5$ or less, well worth it if you are looking for something new and small.. RECOMMENDATION: MAYBE...
IF THE PRICE WOULD BE NOT HIGHER THEN 2 DOLLARS...

Remember that game Populous 2: The Beginning? This game is very simular to it with a bit simplistical graphics. It also has a
large learning curve and not all mechanics work fluidly... Yet, once you understand how everything works, it's kinda a fun game.
You expand, you grow strong, you take over and you take out.

The camera however is a pain in your brown eye, especially when you are access the towncenter to give your minions their
assignments. But nevertheless, a nice little game that simulates one of the best populous games with decent graphics, effects and
sounds. The gameplay is adequate.
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I ran into the same save file corruption bug that everyone else is talking about. A pity; if it were not for that I could give this
game a mildly positive review. It's an okay HOG, and the creepy atmosphere is nicely done, but it's not good enough to justify
restarting from the beginning.. This is almost a broken game...

It is barely playable and feels like a early access game. After an hour, it stops being fun and all the bugs seem to appear twice as
annoying. There is something wrong with about every aspect of the game, which is a shame because the game would have be
really fun, and is if it's not buggy.

A few problems it has:
- The controls are clunky. Movement is not very responsive and sometimes buttons don't do anything or are significantly
delayed. This is very fustrating and one thing that has lead to the game being bad.

-The AI is terrible. Every now and then there is a match where it doesn't totally mess up but on average the AI is bad. For
instance, one of the opposing players missed a goal, feet from my goal line, with the special move. In fact, the ball shot off at a
90 degree angle...
This then lead to a goal kick?! Which makes no sense and leads on to another annoying bug. Sometimes you can score a goal
and it be a corner, other times the opponent could kick it out (miss the goal) and it be a corner to them. The opponents are also
the only people that seem to be able to cross it...

-The interface is full of english mistakes. I'm assuming this was done by someone whose first language is not english, and there
is nothing wrong with that, however if you are going to release a game in english at least make sure it's actually english. A lot of
the terms are wrong, such as throw ins are called 'touch'?, goal kicks are 'penalty kicks', shots are 'shoots', dribbling is a button
for special abilities and has nothing to do with dribbling and the list goes on. It makes the game feel very amatuer and like a
really lazy translation.

-The story mode is stupid. The story itself I have no problem with and the variation between opponents and teams is good, one
of the only good things about the game however the way you have to progress is stupid. You have to collect a few stars (which
are linked to the achievements) throughout the story mode, challenges that you can complete during the match i.e. score a total
of 10 goals. Again that's great and another reason why this would be fun HOWEVER if you do not get all the stars you can not
simply replay the match. You have to complete the entire story mode and then restart it from the beginning and play the entire
story mode up until that point... The majority of the stars you can get in one go however one match requires you to win a match
without any fouls as well as winning a match with 5 or more fouls, which means to complete that level you'd have to complete
the whole story twice (assuming you can get them in one go, which is really hard due to the whole tackling mechanics being just
as bad as the rest of the controls).

There is barely anything that makes me want to continue playing and if I wasn't such an achievement hunter I'd have given up
but I have to play through the story a few more times for the stars... Even at £4 this isn't a great game, I'd go as far as saying you
shouldn't even really pick it up in a sale unless it's really cheap and you don't get fustrated easily. If this is in a bundle, I'd say get
it but only if this isn't the best game in the bundle.... Dumb, Da Dumb dumb....Dumb. its ok i guess. This game sucks. You click
around a bunch of different locations and read text and make a decision. The combat is some of the worst and most nonsensical
i've ever seen. The food and resource system sucks. I accidentally got low on food and there was nowhere nearby to get some
and so each move was 1/3 of health to EVERY member of my party. So i had to use all my medicine but then i would get 1-2
units of food and then they would go back down. It's because i was moving around a bunch looking for where to go since there
was no direction and I Kept losing food even if I'd already seen the place. ANd the game only has 1 auto save and it was after I
had already lost a lot of food. So i either lost all my medicine or food due to poor game design. Game story also sucks, combat
is poor, its all boring text where you loot the same couple of places and fight the same guys. Just skip it. 5/10.. A-ma-zaaaaing!

Pro's:
- Free!
- Somewhat intense gameplay, time limit.
- An ending (some people think it's boring that the game plays out so quick, but I find it kind of entertaining actually! And to
feel the satisfaction that you've completed the entire game within just hours of play.)

Con's:
- It's not too obvious what you're supposed to do. I wandered around for a good 5 minutes in the game before I really realized
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what the objective was. Maybe adding some sort of subtitle explaining how to get started would be a big benefit for the game
and it's players.
- The controls are a bit fuzzy.

Some people say the game is too easy and too quick-to-finish, but there is DLC's avaliable for those who want more after
they've finished the core game itself!
And I would easily buy this game for 5-10 dollars instead of just getting it for free.. Looked like a really unique and fun to play
game but it's way too hard. If you flip the corridor to lift the box it will fall way too slow to actually predict further obstacles. If
you get to level 3, you got really lucky or went the extremely save route and took 10 minutes.. My Grandfather smoked his
whole life. I was about 10 years old when my mother said to him, 'If you ever want to see your grandchildren graduate, you have
to stop immediately.'. Tears welled up in his eyes when he realized what exactly was at stake. He gave it up immediately. Three
years later he died of lung cancer. It was really sad and destroyed me. My mother said to me- 'Don't ever smoke. Please don't
put your family through what your Grandfather put us through." I agreed. At 28, I have never touched a cigarette. I must say, I
feel a very slight sense of regret for never having done it, because this game gave me cancer anyway.. I'm blown away by the
quality of this game. To be honest it probably will be my GOTY as unlike pretty much every game released within the last year
and a half, THIS ACTUALLY WORKS.

Pros:
-Planting seeds so good.
-Picking apples so good.
-Voting UKIP to get the apples deported so good.
-Allowing you to become immersed in thinking you are Big Duke from Tracy Beaker with his gardening skills so good.
-Allowing you to roll a double lip in Aylmer Tower go good.

Cons:
-No multiplayer therefore the game will never have a pro scene which is really disappointing.
-Palfrey no longer uses Steam so he cannot experience this wonderful game.

Therefore I'd say 9.92479272812748248274 \/ 10 = Pretty Good!

It's fun,
it's fast,
it's Fruits Inc.!
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